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Cooking with “AnnMarie”   Cash/Check $200   Credit Card $205 Mondays 1:00-1:45  

 Come cook with Ann Marie from the Banana Class!  The children will learn basic cooking skills 
such as measuring, mixing and cutting.  Each week the children will prepare a recipe to take home, along 
with cooking instructions.  We will prepare some Winter favorites such as lasagna, cannoli dip, cheesy 
muffins and many more.  Upon completion of the class your child will receive their very own set of utensils 

along with a cookbook of all the recipes we prepared.   Half day three’s only. 

Cooking with “AnnMarie”   Cash/Check $200   Credit Card $205 Mondays 3:00-3:45  

 Come cook with Ann Marie from the Banana Class!  The children will learn basic cooking skills 
such as measuring, mixing and cutting.  Each week the children will prepare a recipe to take home, along 
with cooking instructions.  We will prepare some Winter favorites such as lasagna, cannoli dip, cheesy 
muffins and many more. Upon completion of the class your child will receive their very own set of utensils 
along with a cookbook of all the recipes we prepared.       

2017 Winter Lottery Enrichment Programs at Little School  

Programs will run from Monday December 11 - Friday March 2, 2018  

Please see individual descriptions for actual dates for each program! 

The lottery does not guarantee your child will be given his/her 1st, 2nd Or 3rd choice 

Lingua Kids” Intro. to Spanish  Cash/Check $300   Credit Card $308 Mondays 3:00-3:45  

 We all know that being exposed to a foreign language at a young age is very beneficial. Young 

children are not afraid to repeat or even to try to speak in a foreign language. We will be teaching intro-

ductory Spanish. Listening to songs and singing together in another language is really fun and helps to de-

velop the right accent and tone.  We will also learn colors and shapes, parts of the body, days of the week 

and foods! 

 Tae Kwon Do  Cash/Check $200   Credit Card $205  Tuesdays 3:00-3:45 

 Our program is designed to enhance the coordination and focus of children 7 years and younger. 
this is accomplished by having the children repeat a certain sets of moves, led by the instructor. The 
concept of this repetition is  to instill confidence in the child, that he or she is able to remember and repeat 
said moves without any assistance.  The program will teach each child, the basics of martial arts, such as 
blocks, punches, kicks and steps; while making sure that the child uses both sides (right and left) of his or 
her body in order to coordinate movements.       

Artistree Performing Arts  Cash/Check $300   Credit Card $308   Tuesdays 3:00-3:45  

 Our Preschool classes turn the spotlight away from the teachers and now the children take the 

stage! These classes are designed to be a child's first real introduction to performing and are equally 

perfect for those who are already singing and dancing all over the house as well as those who feel shy to 

get up in front of other people. Each week children are introduced to a different Broadway show through 

acting games, singing and dancing. The semester culminates with an in-class performance for family and 

friends!  
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Mad Science "Little Scientists II" Cash/Check $225   Credit Card $231 Thursdays 3:00-3:45 

Join Mad Science for some engaging hands-on learning experiences. Each class is an interactive, age appropriate 
exploration of a specific science topic. Every themed program is designed to captivate the curious 
nature of young children. Preschoolers enjoy engaging demonstrations, perform simple experiments and will 
discover how science can help us better understand the world around us! Some of the topics we'll include this 
semester are: Shapes and Structures, Science of Music, Weather Wonders, Animal Friends, Magnetic 
Attraction, Mad Mixtures, Water Works and much more!!! 

Legos with James                 Cash/Check  $200  Credit Card $205                Wednesdays 3:00-3:45  

 Lego is the perfect learning tool for pre-school children.  In these classes students will start 

with the basics of building (shapes, houses/buildings, vehicles)  to more complex concepts 

(building designs using symmetry, object attributes and others).  4 Year olds only 

Scarsdale Ballet Studio Cash/Check $225   Credit Card $231      Thursdays 3:00-3:50 

 An age-appropriate introduction to classical dance using teaching methods developed by a former 

professional dancer in collaboration with a child psychologist. The class focuses on rhythm, posture, 

coordination, musicality, spatial awareness, and basic ballet vocabulary, while nurturing the joy of dance. 

The program is taught by an instructor from the Scarsdale Ballet Studio, directed by former NYC Ballet 

ballerina Diana White. 

Young At Art Cash/Check $250   Credit Card $257      Fridays 3:00-3:45 

 Young at heart has been nurturing creativity and young children for over 35 years. Our classes 

teach the elements of fine art through fun projects children love such as dollhouses, trains etc. Children 

experiment with paint watercolors and other mediums. Each week they practice fine motor skills, learn to 

make choices, contribute ideas and collaborate with each other. Our mission is to foster self-esteem by 

helping them express their innate and unique creativity.  We allow children to get messy, so please come 

dressed for mess. 

Happy Feet Soccer Program 3’s & 4’s Cash/Check $300   Credit Card $308  Wednesdays 3:00 –3:45 

 Children will get a wonderful, action packed introduction to Bob the Bobcat (Happy Feet’s bright 

yellow smiley faced soccer ball).  Children are introduced to the fundamental skills of soccer, positioned as 

totally age appropriate.  Happy Feet’s “Story Time with a Soccer Ball” curriculum quickly engages the young-

est players!.  Children knock down “cone skunks” that come to Bob’s garden.  Bob goes to the Zoo where a 

friendly zoo-keeper lets the children feed the animals when they show off their soccer moves!  Growth in 

cooperative play, listening skills and more!  

Sense-Sational Creations with Sabrina Mele     Cash/Check $200   Credit Card $205      Fridays 3:00-3:45 

 Sensory exploration is a child's way of examining, discovering, categorizing and making sense of 

the world. It facilitates exploration and encourages children to use scientific processes while they play. It is 

also a way for children to calm and soothe their minds after a long stimulating day in school.   Children will 

learn how to make their favorite sensory slimes, doughs, and bottles using simple household ingredients 

and materials.  The process encourages fine motor skills, sensory exploration, and social skills. Let's get 

messy and explore our senses in this exciting after school enrichment! 
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Little School Winter 2017 Lottery Ticket  

Child’s Name______________________________________________________________________ 

Classroom Name ___________________________ Teacher  ___________________________ 

Parent’s Name ____________________________________________________________________ 

Please check if your child attends Extended Day _____ Which day/days? ______ 

     Please indicate the day and program name 

1st Choice _________________________   2nd Choice _______________________    

3rd Choice________________________ 

There are NO refunds, credits or transfers given for absences, emergency closings or withdrawals from the programs.  There are no 

classes when Kids’ B.A.S.E. is closed.   

Lottery Form is due back by Friday, November 10, 2017 

Notification by  Wednesday, November 15, 2017, Payment due by Monday, November 27, 2017 

Credit card payments may be made online at www.kbls.org 

 

  

Unless otherwise indicated, all programs are available for 3’s and 4’s classes. 

Programs will run if enrollment reaches minimum required levels. 

Shining Stars Dramatic Movement with Happy Feet!   Cash/Check $300  Credit Card $308      

          Fridays 3:00-3:45 

 Young children have a lot to say and Shining Stars gets them talking, communicating clearly 

and building confidence in expressing their thoughts and feelings with the world! The children will 

create a series of fun performances including Billy Goats Gruff, The Three Little Pigs & many more 

under the guidance of our amazing coaches, both Off-Broadway professional actors! 
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